Abstract:
Simplexity is a term coined by Anders Hejlsberg, the designer of the C# programming language. It is a somewhat derogatory term for placing a simplified interface on a complex subsystem. This approach simply masks complexity and, in many ways, creates an even more complex system in total. A hallmark of a simple system, as opposed to a simplex system, is that, as you look past layers of abstraction, things get simpler, rather than more complex. Hejlsberg argues that complex systems should be replaced, as much as feasible, with simple systems designed to generate complex behaviors.

The Sway programming language is an attempt to build a language whose syntactic and semantic rule sets are small and easily explained, but in terms of expressibility, meet or exceed the expressiveness of industrial strength languages. The result is a language which is quite easy to learn but appears to grow along with the understanding of the student. After a few basic concepts are learned, students are capable of exploring a wide variety of paradigms, including procedural, object-oriented, functional, constraint-based, and stream-based programming. Moreover, a pleasant outgrowth of Sway's model is monoligualism: the debugging language is Sway itself, as is the macro language. All this combines to make Sway a gentle introduction to the art of programming.
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